September levels 40% and rising, captain.

Cockpit: There's a wad stuck in the torpede-tube!

Jenison the child: Blast the Harvard ship!

Note: Explosions does boom in a嗵.htm

Oh Biff: Do pass the bull.

Harvard Students...

Good work! Onward zapped!

Oh Biff: skulve log on?

Not now, Jiles, it's playing X-Bombs!

To be continued.

---

We need someone with the confidence of a surgeon, the dedication of a marathoner and the courage of an explorer.

We need someone to fill a unique job opening. Someone to spend two years in another country. To live and work in another culture. To learn a new language and acquire new skills.

We need someone who wants to help improve other people's lives. Who's anxious to build lasting friendships. To gain memories and experience that will last a lifetime. And a sense of fulfillment few jobs can match.

We need a Peace Corps volunteer. Interested? The first step is easy. Call 1-800-424-8580, Ext. 93.

Peace Corps.
The toughest job you'll ever love.

---

Accepted at more schools than you were.

It's everywhere you want to be.
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